
A Tale of Two Whistle-Blowers
One ended in death. One ended in a minor victory 
Both suffered unspeakable hell ordered by top elected officials.
Is this what we pay our elected officials to do to us?
Walter Tamosaitis was emotionally and economically tortured, by 
government officials and those who pay bribes to government officials. His
Crime: Going to the authorities about public corruption he witnessed .
Gary D. Conley was found dead. He had a bullet in his head. He, also, was 
emotionally and economically tortured, by government officials and those 
who pay bribes to government officials. e was found behind Beale Air 
Force Base in Northern California. His Crime: Going to the authorities 
about public corruption he witnessed.
Both paid the price for doing what every red-blooded American is raised to
do: The Right Thing!
They are not alone;
Rajeev Motwani was in perfect health. He was found floating face-down in 
his Silicon Valley Swimming Pool. His Crime: Going to the authorities 
about public corruption he witnessed .
Edward Snowden is said to have 12 death warrants issued on his head. His
Crime: Going to the authorities about public corruption he witnessed .
Yesterday a shooting took place involving another whistle-blower who had
fought against attacks on him for 16 years, after he reported corruption.
Body, after body is piling up.
Destroyed life, after destroyed life, devastated by elected officials, and 
their campaign billionaires, are stacking the pile, ever higher.
One reads, with horror of Brazilian and Korean secret police squads that 
pull people out of their homes, at night, and haul them off the fields to be 
tortured and killed. The treatment of American’s, who report crimes, is no 
different. It is just slower and more subtle.
How can the average citizen trust a government where the President, 
Attorney General and Senior White House staff order hit-jobs on them? Is 
it any wonder that public approval of the Washington, DC has dropped to 
the lowest level in Recorded History?
How can the government recover its prestige? 
Simple: Make heroes out of those who report crimes, and stop turning 
them into attack targets.
Let’s look at a few cases:
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Nuclear-waste plant whistleblower wins settlement of $4.1 million

He says he was fired for expressing worries about a plan to turn 
radioactive sludge into glass.

BY RALPH VARTABEDIAN LOS ANGELES TIMES 
Share

When Walter Tamosaitis warned in 2011 that the Energy Department’s 
plans for a waste treatment plant at the former Hanford nuclear weapons 
complex were unsafe, he was demoted and put in a basement room with 
cardboard boxes and plywood for office furniture.

Tamosaitis had been leading a team of 100 scientists and engineers in 
designing a way to immobilize millions of gallons of highly toxic nuclear 
sludge as thick as peanut butter. The sludge, which could deliver a lethal 
dose of radiation to a nearby person within minutes, is stored in leaking 
underground tanks near the Columbia River in Washington state.

Two years later, Tamosaitis was fired after 44 years with San Francisco-
based engineering firm URS, which was later acquired by Los Angeles-
based AECOM. He filed a wrongful termination suit but encountered some 
initial legal setbacks, and it looked as if he had been blackballed from the 
industry.

But on Wednesday, Tamosaitis won a $4.1 million settlement from 
AECOM, among the largest known legal damages paid out to a 
whistleblower in the Energy Department’s vast nuclear waste cleanup 
program.

“It was something I lived with every minute of every day over the last five 
years,” Tamosaitis, 68, said in an interview. “Hopefully, I have sent a 
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message to young engineers to keep their honesty, integrity and courage 
intact.”

AECOM spokesman Ed Mayer said the company reached its resolution with
Tamosaitis “in order to avoid the cost and distraction of litigation relating 
to events that occurred over five years ago. The company strongly 
disagrees that it retaliated against him in any manner.”

Tamosaitis led the research into transforming the toxic and radioactive 
sludge into solid glass that could theoretically be buried safely for 
thousands of years. Over time, Tamosaitis said he began to worry that the
technology for chemically mixing the sludge was flawed, potentially 
allowing explosive hydrogen gas to build up inside large tanks and clumps
of plutonium to form that could start a spontaneous nuclear reaction.

His warnings, although disputed by his employer, were taken seriously by 
independent federal safety investigators and by senior Energy 
Department officials. Within months, department officials said the plant’s 
design and construction failed to meet federal safety standards.

In 2013, then-Energy Secretary Steven Chu ordered a halt to the 
construction of two massive processing facilities at Hanford: the 
pretreatment plant and the high-level vitrification plant that would turn 
the waste into glass. The suspension continues to this day amid doubts 
about whether the plants could operate as designed. So far, more than 
$13 billion has been spent on the project.

Congressman: New York gunman was whistleblower who got 'raw deal'


 Kevin Downing, 68, shot dead security guard Idrissa Camara on 
Friday



 New Jersey representative Bill Pascrell had worked with deceased 
gunman



 Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson speaks at news conference 
near the scene of the shooting at a federal office building in New York on 
Friday. Photograph: Andrew Kelly/Reuters
Associated Press in New York

A New Jersey congressman said on Saturday a man who shot dead a 
security guard at a federal building in Manhattan on Friday evening, 
before killing himself, was a whistleblower who had been given “a raw 
deal” by the agency that fired him.

Representative Bill Pascrell said several members of his staff worked with 
the gunman, Kevin Downing, to resolve his case. He said Downing never 
showed any violent tendencies, and said he had no idea why Downing 
acted as he did on Friday.

Law enforcement authorities said the 68-year-old opened fire at a federal 
building on Varick Street that houses an immigration court, a passport 
processing center and a regional office for the Labor Department, killing 
security guard Idrissa Camara. Authorities said Downing then walked 
towards an elevator where he encountered another employee, then shot 
himself in the head.

Camara worked for FJC Security Services, police said. He had been 
supposed to leave work at 4pm but had agreed to stay for an extra shift, 
his company said.

Downing was fired from his job at the New York City office of the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics in 1999.

A New Jersey newspaper, the Record, reported that in 2013, Pascrell wrote
a letter to the Labor Department saying: “There is evidence to indicate Mr 
Downing’s termination was inappropriate because it was in retaliation for 
his communication with congressional staff regarding what he believed to 
be waste and abuse present in the Bureau of Labor Statistics.”

After the shooting, federal agents swarmed Downing’s home in Fort Lee, 
New Jersey, searching for anything that could help them understand it.

“We’re in the very early stages of the investigation and are working to 
establish his motive for coming here, if he had an intended target beyond 
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the security officer, and what the motive was behind the crime,” said 
James O’Neill, a chief with the New York police department.

There was no indication the shooting was terrorism-related, O’Neill said.

John Miller, the NYPD’s deputy commissioner for intelligence and 
counterterrorism, said detectives were trying to piece together Downing’s 
work history.

Asked about the prospect Downing was a whistleblower, Miller told 
reporters: “That would go to potential motive. Part of the background 
we’re conducting now is, ‘What was his motive?”’

Miller said Downing had also collected Veterans Affairs benefits, but 
investigators were unsure which branch of the armed services he served 
in. A VA spokeswoman said the agency had offices in the building but did 
not immediately respond to questions about Downing’s military service.

The FBI was assisting in the investigation because Camara was working as
a contractor for a federal agency, police said. Camara was armed but 
never had a chance to defend himself, the security company said.

“Camara ... was an extraordinary senior guard who was well trained, 
cared deeply about his job and knew that building better than anyone 
else,” said Michael McKeon, a spokesman for the security company.

Hector Figueroa, the president of Camara’s union, 32 BJ SEIU, said he was 
horrified by the news.

“Security officers around the city and country serve on the front line each 
and every day to keep us safe and secure,” Figueroa said.

“We are heartbroken that one of our own has fallen. We hope some of our 
questions in the face of this terrible tragedy will be answered. For now, we
are keeping Camara’s family and loved ones in our thoughts and prayers.”



Autism-Vaccine Cover-up Snowballs as Whistleblower's Identity ...
Autism-Vaccine Cover-up Snowballs as Whistleblower's Identity is 
Revealed—LATEST UPDATES 100. ... Not because some shot is causing it. 
It's not.

anh-usa.org/autism-vaccine-cover-up-latest-updates/
Whistleblower shot at, pet dog dies trying to save him - The ...
A whistleblower who had conducted many sting operations on 
policemen in the Capital was attacked on Friday night outside his house 
by some persons.

thehindu.com/news/cities/Delhi/whistleblower-shot-at-p...
Merck Whistleblower Suit A Boon to Vaccine Foes Even As It ...
... vaccines' alleged potential to cause harm is sure to have heard the big 
news this week -- the unsealing of a whistleblower suit against ...

forbes.com/sites/gerganakoleva/2012/06/27/merck-whis...
CDC scientist says he would never inject his pregnant wife ...
CDC scientist says he would never inject his pregnant wife with a flu 
vaccine because of ... The same whistleblower who recently went public 
about his ...

naturalnews.com/047139_flu_vaccine_mercury_CDC_whistleblo...
CDC whistleblower exposes massive autism cover-up perpetrated ...
CDC whistleblower exposes massive autism cover-up perpetrated by 
government agency. Español Mobile Site. Home Subscribe (free) ...

naturalnews.com/046595_CDC_whistleblower_autism_MMR_vacci...
Whistleblower: Ukrainian Troops Shot Down MH17 - YouTube
Award winning former Associated Press reporter Robert Parry has been 
told by an intelligence source that the United States is in possession of 
satellite ...

youtube.com/watch?v=CR5HtzbMy-E
Exclusive: Whistleblower Reveals New VA Scandal - Infowars
VA Supervisor: Older Veterans Should be "Shot in the Head" to Save 
Money Exclusive: Whistleblower reveals new Veterans Affairs scandal

infowars.com/exclusive-whistleblower-reveals-new-va-sc...
H1N1 Vaccine Whistleblower Silenced « DarkGovernment
H1N1 Vaccine Whistleblower Silenced. ... With a needle shot in your 
arm, your death will be slow, painful, and very profitable for drug 
companies.

darkgovernment.com/news/h1n1-vaccine-whistleblower-silenced/
For one whistleblower, getting fired was too much
For one whistleblower, getting fired was too much. Family of 
whistleblower says retaliation drove him to kill himself.

usatoday.com/story/news/2015/04/12/va-whistleblower-ki...
CDC Whistleblower: Mercury in Vaccines Given to Pregnant ...
CDC Whistleblower: Mercury in Vaccines Given to Pregnant Women 
Linked to Autism. Health Impact News Editor Comments. ... but is still in 
the annual flu shot, ...

healthimpactnews.com/2014/cdc-whistle-blower-mercury-in-vaccin...
Va Whistleblower- Death Panels Are Real!
Supervisor said older veterans should be "taken outside and shot in the 
head" to save money A Veterans Affairs whistleblower has exclusively 
revealed to Infowars ...
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americasfreedomfighters.com/2014/05/21/va-whistleblower-death-panels-...
CDC Whistleblower: CDC Covered Up MMR Vaccine Link to Autism ...
UPDATE: Whistleblower revealed as Dr. William Thompson. 
Whistleblower Says CDC Knew in 2003 of Higher Autism Rate Among 
African-American Boys Receiving MMR Shot ...

healthimpactnews.com/2014/cdc-whistleblower-cdc-covered-up-mmr...
Whistleblower: U.S. Satellite Images Show Ukrainian Troops ...
Whistleblower: U.S. Satellite Images Show Ukrainian Troops Shooting 
Down MH17 Source tells award winning reporter Washington lying about 
responsibility for ...

infowars.com/whistleblower-u-s-satellite-images-show-u...
Whistleblower shot dead in Uttar Pradesh | Latest News ...
An advocate and whistleblower was allegedly shot dead by three 
unidentified assailants at his residence in Khurja area, 20 kms from here, 
police said on Wednesday.

dnaindia.com/india/report-whistleblower-shot-dead-in-u...
CDC "Whistleblower" Now Says He'd NEVER Inject His ... - YouTube
This is enough to make you throw up, so sorry in advance. Listen to this 
man who works for the CDC say that he'd NEVER inject his pregnant wife 
with a flu ...

youtube.com/watch?v=32nO3rpeBD4
Whistleblowers: Merck hid declining efficacy of MMR shot ...
Two former Merck employees lodged a whistleblower suit against the 
drugmaker, alleging that it overstated the effectiveness of its MMR 
vaccine.

fiercepharma.com/story/whistleblowers-merck-hid-declining-...
CDC Epidemiologist Whistleblower Confirms New Review Showing ...
CDC Epidemiologist Whistleblower Confirms New Review Showing 
Vaccine Autism Link By ... A Shot of Truth is an educational campaign 
sponsored by Focus Autism.

secure.marketwatch.com/story/cdc-epidemiologist-whistleblower-co...
Whistleblower shot dead in Bihar - The Hindu
In a shocking incident, Ram Thakur (48), an activist and whistleblower, 
was shot dead in Bihar's Muzaffarpur district on Saturday evening. "Mr. 
Thakur was part of ...

thehindu.com/news/national/whistleblower-shot-dead-in-...
CDC's "Snowden" MMR Whistleblower Identity Revealed
CDC whistleblower is being identified as William Thompson, an author of
the paper on timing of MMR vaccination and risk of autism. -- Dan 
Olmsted.

ageofautism.com/2014/08/cdcs-snowden-mmr-whistleblower-id...
CDC Whistleblower Exposes Ebola ... - National Report
A CDC whistleblower has recently gone on record to expose nefarious 
government plans which ... Why would you go to hell for getting an Ebola 
shot? That's retarded ...

nationalreport.net/cdc-whistleblower-exposes-ebola-vaccinati...
Autism caused by MMR vaccine: CDC cover-up exposed by CDC ...
Autism rates are increasing drastically and so is the $52 billion vaccine 
industry. But now, CDC whistleblower Dr.

examiner.com/article/autism-caused-by-mmr-vaccine-cdc-...
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Whistleblower cop: Oxnard, Calif., police get gun and skull ...
Meagan Hockaday and Alfonso Limon - both shot to death by Oxnard 
Police At 1 AM this past Saturday, Meagan Hockaday, a 26-year-old 
African-American mother ...

dailykos.com/story/2015/03/31/1374603/-Whistleblower-c...
Whistleblower shot dead in UP | Zee News
An advocate and whistleblower was allegedly shot dead by three 
unidentified assailants at his residence in Khurja area, 20 kms from here, 
police said on Wednesday.

zeenews.india.com/news/uttar-pradesh/whistleblower-shot-dea...
Whistleblower shot dead in UP's Bulandshahr
Bulandshahr: An advocate and whistleblower was allegedly shot dead 
by three unidentified assailants at his residence in Khurja area, 20 kms 
from here, police said today.

indiatvnews.com/crime/news/whistleblower-shot-dead-in-up-...
The Whistleblower - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
The Whistleblower is a 2010 thriller film directed by Larysa Kondracki 
and starring Rachel Weisz. Kondracki and Eilis Kirwan wrote the 
screenplay, which was inspired ...

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Whistleblower
Whistleblower comes forward to claim £30m reward for saying ...
A mystery whistleblower has claimed a stunning £30 million reward for 
identifying who shot down Malaysian Airlines flight MH17, killing all 298 
on board, it is claimed.

dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3131397/Mystery-whistleblowe...
Frank Serpico - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Frank Serpico was the first police officer in the history of the New York 
City Police Department to step forward to report and subsequently testify 
openly about ...

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Serpico
Autism and Vaccines: CDC Whistleblower Exposes Vaccine ...
According to a study by Focus Autism Foundation, a CDC whistleblower 
revealed manipulation of scientific data in regards to the MMR vaccine. 
There was pressure from ...

organiclifestylemagazine.com/autism-and-vaccines-cdc-whistleblower-exp...
Philippine Politics 2013: Maguindanao Whistleblower shot dead
This is an outrage. A SCHOOL district supervisor in the Central Mindanao 
region who exposed alleged poll irregularities in the May 14 elections in ...

politicaljunkie.blogspot.com/2007/06/maguindanao-whistleblower-shot-de...
snopes.com: RFID Chips in Ebola Vaccine?
Did a CDC whistleblower reveal that . ... Here is the link to this report of 
the CDC using Ebola to implant RFID chips via vaccine injections.

snopes.com/media/notnews/rfidebola.asp
Whistle-blower shot at in Delhi - Oneindia
Whistle-blower shot at in Delhi. Updated: Saturday, April 25, 2015, 
22:31 [IST]. HC extends Vyapam whistleblower's security for two 
months.

oneindia.com/india/whistle-blower-shot-at-in-delhi-172...
ANC World Cup Whistle-Blower Shot Dead
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My Daily Dose of Sports: World Cup WhistleBlower Shot Dead linked to 
this post on January 7, 2009.

therightperspective.org/2009/01/05/anc-world-cup-whistle-blower-s...
Whistleblower: ...Rate in African-American Boys Receiving MMR Shot...
Whistleblower: CDC Knew in 2003 of Higher Autism Rate in African-
American Boys Receiving MMR Shot. By phunkychic666 on August 21, 
2014 in News 21.

disinfo.com/2014/08/whistleblower-cdc-knew-2003-highe...
Firing Squads - ...Manual Insinuates Whistleblowers Should be Shot...
However, a training manual for employees of the ATF insinuates that 
whistleblowers like Dodson should be shot before firing squads.

freedomoutpost.com/2013/10/firing-squads-atf-manual-insinuat...
Whistleblower shot at, pet dog dies trying to save him - The Hindu
A whistleblower who had conducted many sting operations on 
policemen in the Capital was attacked on Friday night outside his house 
by some persons. Chetan Prakash Sharma was shot at in Rajapuri...

thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/tp-otherstates/w...
Whistleblower: ...show ukrainian troops shooting...
WHISTLEBLOWER: U.S. SATELLITE IMAGES SHOW UKRAINIAN TROOPS 
SHOOTING DOWN MH17 Source tells award winning reporter Washington 
lying about responsibility for tragedy.

themillenniumreport.com/2014/07/whistleblower-u-s-satellite-image...
Whistleblower shot dead at point blank - Video Dailymotion
RTI activist Amit Jethwa was shot dead by two unidentified men in front of
the Gujarat High Court. http://www.istream.in.

dailymotion.com/video/xe3r8w_whistleblower-shot-dead-at-p...
...#WhistleblowerKids | In the Best Interests of the 'Whistleblower Kids'?
In the Best Interests of the 'Whistleblower Kids'? The 'Hampstead 
Scandal': from Child Snatching and the Home#Pauffley as #SpinDoctor? 
#Judgement needs a Shot of #Truth #WhistleblowerKids.

whistleblowerkids.uk/2015/03/28/pauffley-as-spindoctor-judgeme...
Don't shoot the messenger! - - New Internationalist
What is a whistleblower? The term is used loosely to describe any 
person who has and reports insider knowledge of Comments on Don't 
shoot the messenger! Leave your comment. Your name

newint.org/features/2014/04/01/keynote-whistleblowers/
Ukraine's Snowden: Whistleblower confirms MH17 was shot down...
The Ukrainian whistleblower described what he witnessed on July 17, 
2014: the airfield in question It appears the pilot was given orders to shoot
down a plane passing through the airspace he patrolled.

futuristrendcast.wordpress.com/2014/12/29/ukraines-snowden-
whistleblower...
Addicting Info - Whistleblower Reveals California Cops Get 'Shooting...
It's bad enough when cops shoot to kill first and ask questions later, as 
often happens these days. But do they have to brag about it? The Free 
Thought Project reports a whistleblower cop came forward...

addictinginfo.org/2014/10/12/whistleblower-reveals-californ...
Whistleblower Cop: ..."Gang Tattoos" To Celebrate Their Shooting...
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The anonymous whistleblower is in talks with private investigators about
how some officers with the department in Oxnard were getting tattoos on 
their left shoulders as "notches" to signify their shooting...

thefreethoughtproject.com/cops-reportedly-gang-tattoos-count-shooti...
Whistleblower to Former AP Reporter: U.S. Satellite Images Show...
Has anyone ascertained if the culprits that shot down this latest 
Malaysian aircraft, were Muslim? Once they can verify where the shot 
orignated...

dcclothesline.com/2014/07/21/whistleblower-former-ap-report...
Jimmy Mohlala, World Cup Whistleblower, Shot to Death in South...
And then two men showed up at Mohlala's house, started an argument 
about parking their car, shot his son in the ankle, and then shot and 
killed him.

runofplay.com/2009/01/05/jimmy-mohlala-world-cup-whistl...
Prison Planet.com » VA Supervisor: Older Veterans Should be "Shot...
A Veterans Affairs whistleblower has exclusively revealed to Infowars 
that the facility at which he of how one supervisor expressed his desire to 
see older veterans "taken outside and shot in the head."

prisonplanet.com/exclusive-whistleblower-reveals-new-va-sc...
Whistleblower Mark Livingston Battles Wyeth Pharmaceuticals
"Sadly," Zuckerman says, "management often adopts a shoot-the-
messenger mentality towards whistleblowers, and that is why we need 
to vigorous enforcement of whistleblower protection laws."

lawyersandsettlements.com/articles/whistleblower/wyeth-00187.html
Whistleblower - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
This page brought to you ad-free as a public service. Images have been 
censored at the request of our sponsors. You may view the full article on 
Wikipedia. A whistleblower (whistle-blower or whistle blower) is a 
person who exposes misconduct, alleged dishonest or illegal activity 
occurring in an...

wikipedia.sfstate.us/Whistleblower
Johns Hopkins Scientist Reveals Shocking Report on Flu Vaccines
Further, says Doshi, the studies that underlie the CDC's policy of 
encouraging most people to get a yearly flu shot are often low quality 
studies that do not substantiate the official claims.

realfarmacy.com/johns-hopkins-scientist-reveals-shocking-...
Breaking! Original Jade Helm Whistle Blower Shot And Left For Dead!...
They never looked and I was then shot from ground level two weeks later 
inside my home. After I get out of the hospital, crippled, my career over, 
my life ruined and being falsely called crazy...

patriotnewswire.com/2015/04/breaking-original-jade-helm-whist...
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